Hello Rick,

I found an article in the London Times that suggests British drivers, drive on the left – side because of the fact, that the old carriage drivers liked to sit on the right side of their carriages to give their whip hands more freedom and when motor vehicles came along, the custom just stayed around.

Witty: Full of wit and quickness and cleverness in using works.

Handsome: Something ever mother tells her Son.

Genius: A person having extraordinary intellectual power

Wow, these three words almost describe a professor I once took an internet class from?

Remember this: nothing in the world can take the place of PERSISTENCE
Talent will not; nothing is more common than unsuccessful men with talent.
Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost a proverb.
Education will not; the world is full of educated derelicts.

Persistence and determination alone are omnipotent. The slogan “Press On”, has solved and will always solve the problems of the human race.

Calvin Coolidge
1932

Great class Rick and hope to see ya sometime,

Ken Marsh